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ABSTRACT

The dynamics of polymer mixturcs.and copolymen in solution is investigated using the
Random Phase Approximation (RPA). It is shown thai the known results " for the intermediate
scattering functions are recovered in the Rouse limit only. If hydrodynamic interaction is not neg-
ligible, a discrepancy appears. This discrepancy can be observed by combining static and dynamic
scattering experiments.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In a recent paper '>. we Investigated thy dynamics of mixtures made of two homopoly-
mers A and B and a solvent. The partial intermediate scattering functions were calculated by solving
the matrix equation:

S(q,t)~* - 5 ( j ) (1)

which can be obtained from the Generalized Langevin Equation by neglecting the memory func-
tion 2). The symbols used in Eq.(l) have their standard definitions (see Ref. 1). We only recall that
$(q) is the static structure matrix with elements Syiq) where i and/ stand for polymers a and b.

These elements are known from static RPA equations " (see Ref.3 for their full expressions). The
first cumulant matrix (1 is defined by

a - kTq1
 M(I) S- (2)

where M{ q) is the mobility matrixl) with elements

- < p\Lpt >; i,l - a,b (3)

£ is an operator reflecting the dynamics of monomers in the system under investigation (solution).
Under these conditions, the partial intermediate scattering functions were found to consist of a
two exponential decay modes. A cooperative mode describing the relaxation of tbe total polymer
concentration fluctuations, and an interdiffusion mode reflecting the diffusion of each polymer
species with respect to the other. We have shown that the results were consistent with various
limits. In particular, in the dilute regime (if the RPA is to apply in this concentration range), the
cooperative fast mode dominates; and is the concentrated regime, the slow interdiffusion mode is
the most important The results were also consistent with the bulk limit where only the latter mode
survives with the correct expression of the diffusion coefficient "'. if one defines appropriately
the friction coefficient per monomer ( in the absence of solvent Furthermore, extensive light
scattering experiments s on various mixtures of two homopolymers solvent have shown that this
simple theory can explain the basic features of the data.

The aim of this paper is to present another theoretical models based on the use of RPA
equations both for static and dynamic response functions, consistently. We show that this model is
identical to the former one developed in Rcf. 1 only in the Rouse limit where hydrodynamic inter-
action is negligible. If the latter should be significant, which we expect if the solvent concentration
is relatively high, the two models lead to different results. Such a discrepancy may be observed by
combining static and quasi-elastic scattering experiments to measure the mobility in the small and
intermediate ranges of the wave vector q.



RPA EQUATIONS AND INTERMEDIATE SCATTERING FUNCTIONS

The dynamicil RPA equations for a mixture of two homopoiymers A and B in a solvent
can be written in matrix form In terms of Laplaco-Fouricr transforms of the dynamical response
functions as follows ** •7>,

and

where 6(X,q, p) is the mean density fluctuation vector

(46)

6 H ^ is an external potential, Xa (f, p) tnd 5t{ q, p) are the bare and total response matrices, respec-
tively, v is the excluded volume matrix whose elements are va, v» and v^. Solving Eqs.(4), one
obtains the partial response functions explicitly as follows:

(5o)

where the denominator A is:

> (5c)

It is important to note that in this formalism, the solvent is considered as a continuous background.
It is fully characterized by the thermodynamic parameters 4y which depend eessentially on the
solvent concentration <£, and the Flory interaction parameters. It is also implicitly present in other
quantities such as the friction coefficient per monomer ( . In particular, we do not attach any struc-
tural or dynamical properties to the solvent This question has been discussed elsewhere 6>'l) and
we shall come back to it in a forthcoming paper. In any case, it is beyond the scope of the present
work. The relationship between response functions and intermediate scattering functions is known
from the linear response theory *>

(6)

In terms of Laplace transforms, this equation becomes:

:fi= 1/kT (7)

similar relationships hold for the bare response matrix X o(fl, 0 and bare intermediate scattering

matrix So(5,«) .

EIGENMODES

To proceed further, one needs to specify the time evolution of the bare intermediate scat-
tering matrix. Here, we assume that the latter evolves in time following a similar relationship than

S"(g,t)-e • £"(,) (g)

This is again an approximate solution of the Generalized Langevin Equation for the bare interme-
diate scattering matrix 5 c d j , t ) in which the memory matrix has been neglected. Solving Eq.(8)
explicitly shows that the bare intermediate partial scattering functions evolved in time u single
exponentials, namely:

Sf(q) reflects essentially the form factor of Polymer i. Of course, the bare matrix S° (g , t ) has
no cross terms fie- £%,(q,t) - 0) , This is not the case for copolymers since the interspecies
correlations within chains are non zero and Sj}<fl,«) evolve in time following a two-exponential
decay function "» for »,/ - o, i . This particularity of copolymers is interesting and we shall
discuss it in a later work. Combining Eqs.1,5,6 and 8, one finds that the intermediate scattering
matrix S(q,t) has two exponential decay modes:

Sl*,t)-ale-r>l + aee-r<>t

For the sake of simplicity, we reproduce only the first element of this matrix:

$ „ ( « , * ) - « j e - r | ' + a ee- r°'

where the amplitudes are

and the frequencies are:

with

and

jsfdv - n,)/r,(r, - rc)
- rc)

=F V " i -

«„ - (0.

(10)

(Mo)

(II*)

(He)

did)

d ie )

(11/)

these results call for the following remarks:

(i) Although the two-exponential decay behaviour was already found before ' \ the ex-
pressions of the amplitudes and frequencies of these modes seem quite different from the previous



remits. In fact, one can easily check that they differ only if bydiodynamic interaction is taken into
account One notes that the amplitudes and frequencies In Eq.(U) are exclusively expressed in
terms of bate response quantities such as Sf (g) and ty0. The hydrodynamic coupling between
different chains is not present to this formalism. On the other hand, in reference (1) such coupling
was introduced explicitly. l b see this, it is perhaps sufficient to compare fi. given in Eq. (10) and
its counterpart in Ref. 1. namely:

O. - <* JOX J#.Sti - - Si) (12)

the mobilities My contain explicitly the hydrodynamk coupling between chains both of the same
species (AfM, Mu) *nd of different species (A/«* -

(13)

(14)

(15)

(ii) The first cumulant of ffH(e,t) is given by the weighted average

mr o/F/ +

Using Eq.(l 1), one obtains:

In reference (1), f was obtained as follows:

T(Ref, 1) -

Obviously, these two expressions of f differ if hydrodynamic coupling between chains does exist.
Recall that MM contain the coupling between A chains as well as A and B chains since Jl/H can
be expressed completely in Kims of &» if the Oseen tensor description is adopted z>-m

4. THECASEOFCOPOLYMERS

As we have mentioned earlier this interesting case has some particularity with respect to
the homopolvmer mixture in the sense that the bare intermediate scattering matrix itself has a two
exponential decay behaviour and the cross elements S*( q, t) are nonzero. This problem has been
discussed in Ref. 10 and the results are

(16)

The expressions of a°IjC and Tfp were given in the general forms in Ref. 10. Here we reproduce
only those of the frequencies Tfc when the copolymer is a diblock 50/50, and in the Rouse limit

NTI
(17)

kT
(18)

(19)

The RPA equations are somewhat different from those characterizing homopolymers since one
must introduce the cross response function j&( f >t) which is nonzero. Therefore, we have ":

The bare response matrix can be derived from Eq.(6) as:

X°(fl,i) - aj

X-(fl.p) (20o)

where Z> is given by

(20c)

Combining Eqs.6.19 and 20 one finds dial the total intermediate scattering matrix is a sum of two
exponentials

Stq,t)-Aie-* + Ao*-*t (21)
• • •

where the general expressions of A if **A lip can be found easily in terms of the elements of a'^

and r "c. In the case of a 50/50 diblock copolymer, we obtain:

(22)

(23)

It - rfl 1 + (v, + * - 2tu)nJ»1^( A p - ft-)]

to - (i>. + w +

where n, A/t/j, NT. P\H and ft- are the number of chains per unit volume, half the degree of
polymerization, the total degree of polymerization, the forai factor of a block and the total form
factor, respectively. This result reduces to the one obtained in Ref.l where v. • v» • u«i — x " v

(and v / x » 1) and in the Rouse limit. Therefore, one reaches the same conclusion as earlier,
namely that the present RPA formalism is identical to the one developed in Ref.l only in the Rouse
limit If one tries to include hydrodynamic interactions as discussed earlier in this paper and in
Ref. 10 one observes that the two models are different. Therefore, one may conclude that if the
solvent fraction is relatively high and if hydrodynamic interaction is important, the former model
developed in Ref.l is more suitable. It is, in principle, possible u measure the effect of Mmlq)
by light or spin echo neutron scattering experiments. Stalk experiments give the total structure
factor &u( q) whereas quasielastic experiments lead to the first cummulant I*". A combination of
such measurements may shed light on the effect of hydrodynamic interaction in polymer mixtures
or copolymen in solution.
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